We show that by appealing to a Quark-Nova (the explosive transition of a neutron star to a quark star) occurring in an He-HMXB system we can account for the lightcurve of the first superluminous SN, DES13S2cmm, discovered by the Dark-Energy Survey. The neutron star's explosive conversion is triggered as a result of accretion from the He star wind. The dense, relativistic, Quark-Nova ejecta in turn triggers nuclear burning of the companion. We find an excellent fit to the bolometric light-curve of SN DES13S2cmm including the late time emission, which we attribute to the interaction between ejecta from the exploding He star (from the incinerated donor) and the surrounding circumstellar material from the companion (from the donor's wind during the pre-explosion era). The main hump in the light-curve is naturally fit by the quark star (the QN compact remnant) spin-down power. QNe occurring in He-HMXB systems could explain the puzzling lack of He-HMXBs expected to be associated with the observed large population of HMXBs with Be-type stars (the progenitors).
INTRODUCTION
DES13S2cmm is the first confirmed superluminous SN (SLSN) from the Dark Energy Survey (Papadopoulos et al. (2015) ). Its bolometric light-curve (LC) shows a slowly declining tail when compared to other SLSNe. Papadopoulos et al. (2015) explored two possible power sources ( 56 Ni decay and magnetar spindown power) but both models fail to fit the LC. In this paper we show that a Quark-Nova (QN) occurring in a Helium-High-Mass X-ray binary (He-HMXB), which consists of a NS accreting matter from the wind of a He-core donor, can account for the LC features of SN DES13S2cmm including the tail. The paper is organized as follows: in §2 we give a brief overview of the QN model and the occurrence of QNe in binary systems. In §3 we show the results of applying the QN in a He-HMXB system to SN DES13S2cmm. We provide a brief discussion and some predictions in §4.
QUARK NOVA (QN) MODEL
The QN is the explosive transition of a neutron star (NS) to a quark star (QS) (Ouyed et al. 2002) . The conversion energy combined with the core collapse of the parent NS results in the ejection of M QN ∼ 10 −3 M ⊙ of neutron-rich material (Keränen et al. 2005; Niebergal et al. 2010 ). This relativistic ejecta has a kinetic energy exceeding 10 52 erg and an average Lorentz factor Γ QN ∼ 10. The QN can occur following the explosion of a massive single star or in a binary system following accretion from the companion. The key constraint is for the NS to reach deconfinement densities in its core by becoming massive enough (e.g. via fall-back during the SN explosion or accretion from a companion) or via spin-down (Staff et al. 2006) . We define M NS,c. as the NS critical mass above which quark deconfinement occurs in the NS triggering the QN (see (Ouyed et al. 2013a ) for a recent review).
QNe in single-star systems: dual-shock QNe
A dual-shock QN (dsQN) happens when the QN occurs days to weeks after the initial SN. The delay allows the QN ejecta to catch up to and collide with the SN ejecta after it has expanded to large radii (Leahy&Ouyed 2008; ). The SN provides the material at large radius and the QN re-energizes it, causing a re-brightening of the SN. For time delays of days or less, the radius of the SN ejecta is small enough that only a modest re-brightening results when the QN ejecta hits the SN ejecta. However, the neutron-rich QN ejecta lead to unique nuclear spallation signatures (Ouyed et al. 2011a ). For longer time-delays, the radius and density of the SN ejecta are such that extreme re-brightening is observed which could explain SLSNe (Ouyed et al. 2012; Kostka et al. 2014; Ouyed & Leahy 2013) . For timedelays exceeding many weeks, the SN ejecta will be too large and diffuse to experience any re-brightening. The dsQN model has been successfully applied to a number of superluminous and double-humped supernovae (see http://www.quarknova.ca/LCGallery.html for a picture gallery of the fits).
Quark-Novae in binary systems
A QN will more often occur in tight binaries that evolved via a Common Envelope (CE) phase. To reach M NS,c. and experience a QN event, the NS needs to accrete either from the companion's wind or when the companion overflows its Roche Lobe (see Ouyed et al. 2011b&c; Ouyed & Staff 2013) . A QN in a close binary (with a compact or normal companion) provides:
(i) A means (the QN ejecta) to shock, compress, heat and thus ignite the companion. The amount of QN kinetic energy transferred to the companion of mass M c and radius
2 with a being the orbital separation. This yields a thermal temperature, given by
and m H are the Boltzmann constant and the hydrogen mass), where µ c,4/3 is the mean molecular weight in units of 4/3 (for a He composition), and E QN,52 the QN kinetic energy in units of 10 52 ergs. Here ζ = R c /a is in units of 0.2. Thus for a core mass of the order of a few solar masses, He is mainly burnt to Oxygen.
(ii) The spin-down (SpD) power from the QN compact remnant (the QS), which provides an additional energy source besides radio-active decay. The QS is born with a magnetic field of the order of 10 15 G due to color ferromagnetism inherent to quark matter during the transition (Iwazaki 2005) .
(iii) The presence of a gravitational point mass (the QS) which may slow down and trap some of the ejecta. This could provide yet another source of energy (accretion) and may even drive the QS to convert to a black hole with interesting applications/implications to HighEnergy astrophysics (Ouyed et al. 2011b&c ).
The Quark-Nova in a He-HMXB system
In previous papers we considered the detonation of a CO White Dwarf by the QN (what we called a QN-Ia; Ouyed&Staff 2013; Ouyed et al. 2014; Ouyed et al. 2015) and in this paper we consider a QN in a He-HMXB. Such a binary is expected to form when an O/B-HMXB binary evolves through a CE phase of the supergiant stellar component. If the binary survives the CE event, the resultant system would contain a He-rich core (Hall& Tout 2014) with a NS in a relatively tight orbit. The He-rich core experiences strong mass loss due to stellar winds (e.g. de Jager et al. 1988 ). This wind acts as a reservoir from which the NS could accrete enough material to reach the critical maximum mass M NS,c. and undergo a QN explosion. The QN shock/ejecta ignites the He companion providing the expanding ejecta while the QN compact remnant (the QS) powers it with its SpD power. In addition, our model, takes into account the collision between the expanding He ejecta and the dense stellar wind. The expanding QN ejecta would cool adiabatically and would break into dense clumps/chunks (Ouyed&Leahy 2009). The He wind is low density and the amount of wind material is negligible. This implies that the slow down of the QN chunks is very long and has negligible effect when it hits the He wind 1 ; i.e. the chunky QN ejecta will not be affected by the wind but just plows through it unimpeded. As we show below our two-component model of SpD powered He ejecta and the He ejecta colliding with the stellar wind proves adequate for the LC of DES13S2cmm.
APPLICATION TO DES13S2CMM
We fit the LC of DES13S2cmm using a two-component model: the SpD power from the QS powering the M ej. = M c ejecta material from the burned He-rich core and the 1 In the dsQN case, the hot interior of the SN ejecta prevents the QN ejecta from cooling and braking into clumps. In dsQNe, the QN ejecta has a major effect on the SN ejecta interaction of the ejecta with the wind from the He core progenitor. There are 8 free parameters in our model: 3 define the companion (M c , R c , a); 2 for the QS (the period P QS and the magnetic field B QS ); 3 for the He wind (n, s and t CSM as defined below). Table 2 .1 shows the model's best fit parameters.
The LC fit of DES13S2cmm is shown in Figure 1 alongside the observations from Papadopoulos et al. (2015) . The main hump is fit using a QS with P QS = 5.7 ms and B QS = 3.2 × 10 14 G and ejecta of mass M ej. = M c = 4M ⊙ . For a typical He-core radius of ∼ 0.5R ⊙ (e.g. Petrovic et al. (2006) ) and a core mass M c of a few solar masses, our best fit parameters yield T c a few times 10 8 K in systems with a <∼ 2 × 10 11 cm. The He-rich core is burned to Oxygen releasing an energy
where M c,4 is the Hecore mass in units of 4M ⊙ and q He is the energy per unit mass from the He→O burning. The corresponding expansion velocity is v exp. = 2E ej. /M c ≃ 16000 km s −1 . Effectively, in our model, the LC (the main hump) is powered purely by the QS SpD energy since the amount of 56 Ni produced from He-burning is negligible. This is unlike the case of a QN-Ia where both 56 Ni from the burning of the CO WD and the SpD from the QS contribute to the LC (see Ouyed et al. 2014) . The details of the LC calculations from SpD can be found in Appendix A in Ouyed et al. (2015) with the relevant codes.
We attribute the tail emission to the collision between the He ejecta and the He-donor wind. As in Ouyed et al. (2013b) , we use the analytical bolometric light curve model of Moriya et al. (2013) which assumes a constant wind velocity v w and a wind density profile ρ w = Dr −s where D is a constant. The homologously expanding Heejecta is defined by its kinetic energy E ej. , its mass M ej. (given above) and its double power-law density profile (ρ ej. ∝ r −n outside and ρ ej ∝ r −δ inside). Another parameter in these models is the conversion efficiency from kinetic energy to radiation, ǫ. For our fits, we use standard values n = 7, δ = 0 and ǫ = 0.1. The inner radius for the dense wind is defined by a time delay for the wind interaction after He burning. We call this time delay t w so the interaction occurs at a distance v exp. t w ∼ 8 × 10 15 cm (see Figure 1 ). We calculate a χ 2 ∼ 44 based on the error bars digitized from Figure 6 in Papadopoulos et al. (2015) . However we estimate the χ 2 for their best fit to be of the order of 160 instead of 40. Perhaps the error bars in Figure 6 are ±0.5σ in which case our χ 2 is of the order of 10 compared to their ∼ 44 value.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The idea of a QN in binaries (involving a NS and a compact or normal companion) has proven successful in accounting for some features of SNe-Ia ) and short Gamma Ray Bursters (Ouyed et al. 2011c ) and has been able to account for the bolometric LC of DES13S2cmm (see http://www.quarknova.ca/LCGallery.html for other fits). Its ability in fitting properties of unusual SNe suggest that QNe may be an integral part of binary evolution. When taken into consideration, the QN could lead to novel and interesting evolutionary paths.
The lack of He-HMXB systems when compared to the observed large population of HMXBs with Be-type stars (e.g. Raguzova & Popov (2005) and reference therein) has been used as an observational argument in favor of mergers during the dynamically unstable mass transfer phase of the progenitors (e.g. Linden et al. 2012 ; see also van den Heuvel 1976). However, even in extreme cases, the theoretically predicted fraction of He-HMXBs surviving the CE phase is low but still far higher than the observed number (Linden et al. 2012) . We speculate that the QN may be the reason for the rarity of the naked He-HMXBs if most of the progenitors evolve in such a way that R c /a > 0.2 when the QN occurs. Nevertheless, as we have stated before, our model relies on the feasibility of the QN explosion which requires sophisticated simulations of the burning of a NS to a QS which are being pursued. Preliminary simulations with consistent treatment of nuclear and neutrino reactions, diffusion, and hydrodynamics show instabilities that could lead to a detonation (Niebergal et al. 2010 ; see also Herzog & Röpke 2011) . We have already argued that a "core-collapse" QN could also result from the collapse of the quark matter core (Ouyed et al. 2013a ) which provides two avenues for the QN explosion.
One could argue for a similar binary involving a magnetar (Duncan & Thompson (1992) ). However, a magnetar does not provide a mechanism to explode the He core. Furthermore, there is no apparent mechanism to preserve the magnetic dipole field of the magnetar until the He-core disruption event. In addition, the accretion would have reduced the magnetic filed through burial.
Some observationally verifiable predictions are : (i) Our scenario of He→O burning means that there should be a little 56 Ni in SN DES13S2cmm. However for other He-HMXBs experiencing a QN when R c /a > 0.5, more 56 Ni production is to be expected. These systems should be associated with SLSNe brighter than SN DES13S2cmm.
(ii) The QS is born as an aligned rotator which implies that no radio pulsations should be expected from these systems.
(iii) AXPs/SGRs: If some of the ejecta falls back and remains in orbit around the QS, we would expect to see AXP/SGR behaviour in some SLSNe associated with these systems (Ouyed et al. 2011d ).
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